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Janus Enterprise Fund

Investment Environment
Mid-cap indices moved higher during the quarter, but the march forward was not without
volatility. Mid-cap stocks sold off early in the period as several data points showed the
economy outside the U.S. was weakening. Markets then rose for much of the period but
were volatile again in December as investors considered whether the sharp slide in oil
prices was a consequence of declining expectations of global growth.

Portfolio Manager:
Brian Demain, CFA

Performance Discussion
The Fund outperformed its benchmark, the Russell Midcap Growth Index, during the
quarter. Our Fund tends to emphasize companies that have high returns on invested
capital (ROIC), and often have more predictable business models, recurring revenue
streams and strong competitive positioning that allows the companies to take market
share and experience sustainable, long-term growth, even when the economy is less
strong. We believe this focus should help the Fund outperform when markets are down
and the economy is weak, driving relative outperformance over full market cycles. During
a volatile fourth quarter, our Fund performed how we would expect, with much of our
outperformance over the benchmark coming when markets slipped in early October and
again in mid-December.
Our stock selection in the energy sector was a large contributor to relative performance
this quarter, and in our view it underscores the importance of focusing on companies
with strong balance sheets and high ROIC. Sinking oil prices drove the Russell Midcap
Growth energy sector down more than 20% this quarter, but our energy holdings were
able to eke out positive gains. Our relative performance was helped by the fact that we
have avoided many of the highly levered exploration and production companies in the
index, which have very capital intensive businesses and are in a worse position to
withstand lower oil prices. Instead, we’ve tended to focus our energy holdings on fuel
logistics companies, service companies that provide a source of recurring revenues, or
pipeline companies whose contracts are less tied to the price of the underlying
commodity, making their revenues less susceptible to a drop in oil prices. To be clear,
these companies are not completely insulated from a drop in oil prices, and some of our
energy holdings were detractors from our absolute performance this quarter, but such
business models should hold up much better than the energy production companies we
have avoided.
Our stock selection in the technology sector was also a large driver of relative
outperformance. We avoided some momentum-driven names that lost ground during the
quarter and also held a number of companies that had impressive results. Cimpress,
which changed its name from Vistaprint during the period, was our top contributor to
performance. The company uses its scale and high-volume printing presses to manage
and produce small-volume printing orders of marketing collateral and business cards for
a wide range of small businesses and consumers. In recent quarters, the company has
been navigating an important transition as it creates more uniform pricing for the
products it offers across different marketing channels. We believe the transition should
ultimately result in better pricing, higher margins and more customer value created by
Cimpress, but in prior quarters the move away from discounting select items alienated
some customers and hurt previous quarterly results. The stock was up sharply this
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Executive Summary
• Mid-cap equities climbed
higher but were volatile during
the period.
• The Fund outperformed its
benchmark this quarter.
Relative outperformance was
driven largely by stock selection
in the energy and technology
sectors.
• Heading into the new year, we
think a strengthening economy
and subdued inflation are a
favorable investment backdrop
for equities.
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quarter after an improved earnings report gave the market more
confidence that the transition will bear fruit.
SS&C Technologies was another top contributor within the
technology sector. The company provides a number of
investment and financial software-enabled services to
companies in the financial services industry. Most of its revenue
comes from subscription services or software maintenance,
which helps create a steadier and recurring revenue source for
the company. Strategic acquisitions made by the company in
recent years have broadened its array of service offerings to
financial firms and should create better cross-selling
opportunities to its clients. The stock was up this quarter after
the company announced another acquisition that should help
broaden its offering to customers.
While generally pleased with our performance, we still held
stocks that disappointed during the quarter and detracted from
our performance. Our stock selection in the consumer
discretionary sector detracted from relative results. Two
companies, Li & Fung and also Aimia, had a large negative
impact on our performance. Despite its recent performance we
continue to believe Li & Fung has an incredibly unique business
model. Li & Fung’s main business line, its sourcing business,
links a fragmented retail industry with a fragmented network of
factories across the globe. Linking these two fragmented
industries requires tremendous scale, which we believe is an
important competitive advantage for Li & Fung. With a wider
network of factories, we believe Li & Fung can help retailers
find the best factories to procure their goods within the right
price range, according to the right specifications and within the
right time frame. Retailers generally cannot align those needs
with factories on their own. While we think this is a strong
competitive advantage for Li & Fung, we have admittedly been
disappointed with the company’s execution this year. It has

been a weak environment for many apparel companies, which
has been a headwind for Li & Fung, but we expected the
company to continue to take share and win new customers in
spite of a weak apparel environment.
Aimia also detracted from relative performance. The Canadianbased company manages a number of frequent flyer and other
customer loyalty programs for different businesses. A new
Canadian law reducing interchange fees is a headwind for the
company and weighed on the stock this quarter, but we
continue to like Aimia’s business model and long-term growth
potential. Aimia gets paid as the customer for an airline
company or other business earns their airline miles or other
rewards points, then holds that cash until the customer
redeems their miles or rewards. We believe this is a highly cash
generative business model. Recent investments to improve the
reward profile for the underlying customers should help
accelerate growth for the company as it will make customers
more incentivized to use their rewards programs.
Outside of the consumer discretionary sector, Solera Holdings
was a large detractor. The company provides estimation tools
and analytics for insurance companies and body shops to help
assess the likely cost of an auto repair. The information from
Solera’s databases plays a critical role in helping insurers
reduce the cost of processing claims. In addition to its recurring
revenue stream from existing insurance clients, we think Solera
could experience significant growth in emerging markets, which
will adopt the technology to replace paper-based processes.
The stock was down this quarter due to weakness in European
auto claims. Some market participants also believed the
company overpaid for a recent acquisition. While the acquisition
was expensive, we do not think it was value destructive, and we
continue to like the long-term growth outlook for the company.

For detailed performance information or to download a Fact Sheet, please visit www.janus.com/funds

Outlook
We expect more robust U.S. economic growth in 2015. We
believe the combination of stronger economic growth and
subdued inflation is a favorable environment for U.S. equities.
Given that investment backdrop, we still don’t believe stocks are
overvalued. However, after significant gains over the last two
years, finding new investment opportunities is more challenging.

to cheap debt in recent years and equity value for these
companies is at risk if interest rates start rising. Companies that
have maintained a strong balance sheet and produced high
levels of ROIC should be in a much better position to carry out
their long-term growth initiatives and business plans, regardless
of changes in interest rates.

As we approach 2015, we plan to stick to our high-quality
approach, focusing on companies with strong balance sheets,
high levels of ROIC, and often more predictable, recurring
revenue streams. With interest rates sitting well below normal
levels and likely to rise this year, we think such a focus is
prudent. Some mid-cap companies have benefited from access
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Top Contributors and Detractors for the Quarter Ended 12/31/14
Top Contributors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%) Top Detractors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%)

Cimpress

1.96

0.72

Solera Holdings, Inc.

2.16

-0.23

Sensata Technologies Holding N.V.

3.52

0.58

Li & Fung, Ltd.

0.81

-0.19

SS&C Technologies Holdings, Inc.

1.61

0.44

Aimia

0.62

-0.14

Celgene Corp.

2.61

0.43

MarkWest Energy Partners LP

0.77

-0.09

Ryanair Holdings PLC (ADR)

1.82

0.41

Colfax Corp.

0.81

-0.09

The holdings identified in this table, in compliance with Janus policy, do not represent all of the securities purchased, held or sold during the period. To obtain a list
showing every holding as a percentage of the portfolio at the end of the most recent publicly available disclosure period, contact 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit
janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds.

Top Contributors

Top Detractors

Cimpress: Cimpress, formerly Vistaprint, designs and
produces marketing collateral for small businesses. We feel
its competitive position is strong and its addressable market
is large. We believe Cimpress’ business model, which
manages thousands of small-volume orders using highvolume printing presses, provides unusual scale and a
competitive advantage.

Solera Holdings: A provider of software and services to the
automobile insurance claims processing industry, Solera
supplies critical information on auto repairs to insurance
companies. Insurers depend on the information from Solera’s
databases, as it helps them reduce the cost of processing
claims. In addition to its recurring revenue stream from
existing insurance clients, we think Solera could experience
significant growth through international expansion, including
expansion into emerging markets, which will likely favor this
technology over current paper-based processes.

Sensata Technologies: The industrial technology company
is engaged in the development, manufacture and sale of
sensors and controls. We like that the Sensata is a low-cost
producer of low-priced products, holds a high market share
and boasts a high-retention rate in its client base, the
majority of which are automakers. We also feel the
company’s primary products are key beneficiaries of trends
such as manufacturers’ greater emphasis on safety, lower
emissions and better fuel economy in developed markets.
SS&C Technologies: The company is a global provider of
investment and financial software-enabled services and is
focused exclusively on the global financial services industry.
We like SS&C because the majority of its revenue comes
from recurring sources such as subscription services or
software maintenance, where client retention has remained
high. We believe the most significant opportunity for the
company is in fund administration, where hedge funds are
looking for independent providers with a high level of
transparency and accountability.
Celgene: This global biotechnology company seeks to
deliver truly innovative and life-changing drugs for the
treatment of cancer and other severe immune, inflammatory
conditions. Celgene has been a longtime holding in the
Portfolio due to the considerable growth potential we see for
the company. We believe there is strong growth ahead for

Li & Fung: Li & Fung Limited is a Hong Kong-based
company. It is principally engaged in export trading of
consumer products. The company operates globally and has
a sourcing network of over 80 offices in more than 40
countries. We like the company for its global leadership
position in sourcing logistics for retailers. The company has
continued to grow through market share gains, new
outsourcing customers and acquisitions.
Aimia: Aimia manages frequent flyer and other customer
loyalty programs for various businesses. We like the
company’s business model, which generates significant cash
flow. We also like its growth potential as it improves the
reward profile for underlying customers, incentivizing them to
use their rewards programs more often.
MarkWest Energy Partners: The MLP gathers and
processes natural gas and transports, fractionates and
stores natural gas liquids (NGLs). We appreciate that its
assets are focused on the prolific Marcellus (mostly in West
Virginia and Pennsylvania) and Utica (northeastern U.S. and
adjacent parts of Canada) shale development areas and feel
that it has a superior capital structure. We also think the
MLP will grow its distribution over the next several years.
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Top Contributors (continued)

Top Detractors (continued)

Celgene’s blood-cancer-fighting Revlimid drug franchise and
believe its additional pipeline products could further
supplement this growth. Some of the new drugs that could
become meaningful contributors include Abraxane for
pancreatic cancer, Pomalyst for refractory multiple myeloma
and a recently licensed drug to treat Crohn’s disease. We
also appreciate management’s willingness to utilize free
cash flow for share repurchases and product acquisitions.

Colfax: The diversified manufacturing and engineering
company provides gas- and fluid-handling and fabrication
technology products and services to industrial customers
worldwide. Colfax manufactures a range of fluid-handling
products, including pumps, fluid-handling systems and
specialty valves. As part of the company’s acquisition of
Charter International PLC in January 2012, U.S.-based
Colfax diversified its end markets by adding power
generation and oil and gas end-markets to provide more
stable revenues to its cyclical markets, such as marine and
mining, in our view. The acquisition also increased Colfax’s
exposure to emerging markets, which provide higher longterm growth opportunities. Additionally, we believe new
management can significantly improve the company’s
operating margins through productivity and efficiency gains
and combined with working capital management, should
generate substantial cash flows and enable the firm to make
additional acquisitions. In time, we think the company could
be become a large, multi-industrial conglomerate.

Ryanair: We believe the company’s position as a low-cost
airline carrier is a competitive advantage, as most leisure
travelers view air travel as a commoditized service and look
for the cheapest option. Like other airlines, Ryanair benefits
from capacity being reduced from the entire airline industry,
which allows all airlines, even low-cost carriers, to demand
relatively higher prices.
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Please consider the charges, risks, expenses and investment objectives carefully before investing. For a prospectus
or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this and other information, please call Janus at 877.33JANUS (52687)
or download the file from janus.com/info. Read it carefully before you invest or send money.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Call 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds for current month-end performance.
Discussion is based on performance of the Fund's "parent" share class (typically that with the longest history).
As of 12/31/14 the top ten portfolio holdings of Janus Enterprise Fund are: Sensata Technologies Holding N.V. (3.36%), Verisk Analytics, Inc. (3.00%), Crown
Castle International Corp. (2.90%), Celgene Corp. (2.49%), TE Connectivity, Ltd. (U.S. Shares) (2.46%), Varian Medical Systems, Inc. (2.39%), Amdocs, Ltd. (U.S.
Shares) (2.11%), Solera Holdings, Inc. (2.06%), Henry Schein, Inc. (1.94%) and Lamar Advertising Co. - Class A (1.92%). There are no assurances that any Janus
portfolio currently holds these securities or other securities mentioned in this commentary.
The opinions are as of 12/31/14 and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or economic conditions. Janus may have a business relationship
with certain entities discussed. The comments should not be construed as a recommendation of individual holdings or market sectors, but as an illustration of
broader themes.
Security contribution to performance is measured by using an algorithm that multiplies the daily performance of each security with the previous day’s ending
weight in the portfolio and is gross of advisory fees. Fixed income securities and certain equity securities, such as private placements and some share classes of
equity securities, are excluded.
A Fund’s performance may be affected by risks that include those associated with nondiversification, non-investment grade debt securities, highyield/high-risk securities, undervalued or overlooked companies, investments in specific industries or countries and potential conflicts of interest.
Additional risks to a Fund may also include, but are not limited to, those associated with investing in foreign securities, emerging markets, initial
public offerings, real estate investment trusts (REITs), derivatives, short sales, commodity-linked investments and companies with relatively small
market capitalizations. Each Fund has different risks. Please see a Janus prospectus for more information about risks, Fund holdings and other
details.
Foreign securities are subject to additional risks including currency fluctuations, political and economic uncertainty, increased volatility and differing
financial and information reporting standards, all of which are magnified in emerging markets.
Russell Midcap® Growth Index measures the performance of those Russell Midcap® companies with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth
values.
A Fund’s portfolio may differ significantly from the securities held in an index. An index is unmanaged and not available for direct investment; therefore its
performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the active management of an actual portfolio.
Janus is a registered trademark of Janus Capital International Limited. © Janus Capital International Limited.
Funds distributed by Janus Distributors LLC
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